Journal Articles:

Links are to the abstract. To request the full text of these scholarly articles e-mail Ronan Hegarty.


The following news items should all be available to read full text without any need for a log in.

**Recent News:**

- **Rivaroxaban Shown to Cut Risk of Cardiovascular Events**
- **New wonder drug hailed as biggest breakthrough in fight against heart attacks and cancer**
- **Pharmaceutical companies gave $12m to doctors, nurses and pharmacists**
- **Prescription drug pregabalin linked to death rise**
- **Heartburn drugs taken by millions may increase risk of early death, study suggests**
- **Powerful painkiller use 'doubled in 15 years’**
- **Dept and HSE resolve dispute over funding life-changing new drugs**
- **Revolutionary new cancer treatment approved in US**
- **Why Are Drug Prices So High? We’re Curious, Too**
- **Multiple sclerosis: Are we close to a cure?**
- **FDA approves first biosimilar for the treatment of cancer**
- **Irish patients have ‘worst access’ to new drugs**

**Reports:**

- **Pharmacy and people with learning disabilities: making reasonable adjustments to services**

**Useful Websites and Mobile Apps for drug information**

HSE staff have access to the electronic version of the BNF, BNF for Children and Stockley’s Drug Interactions. Go to [this page](#) for access. If accessing from outside the HSE computer network you will need to log in using your OpenAthens account, then click on dashboard to reach our subscribed publications.

Drug information can also be obtained from our point-of-care tools. [UpToDate](#) provides both drug information as well as a drugs interactions section. [DynaMed Plus](#) also provides drug information. Simply put the name of the drug into the search box to access the required information. [ClinicalKey](#) also contains a drug monographs section.
To access these tools outside of the network, you will need to have an OpenAthens account, please click [here](#) to set one up.

Apps are also available for these 3 point-of-care tools. Contact ronan.hegarty@hse.ie for more information.

**eBooks relating to Medicine/Drugs/Pharmacology**

Several useful ebooks related to this topic can be found from the books section of [ClinicalKey](#). To access these ebooks outside of the network, you will need to have an OpenAthens account, please click [here](#) to set one up.

This quarter’s featured ebook is *Rang & Dale’s Pharmacology*.

A direct link to the ebook is available [here](#).